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[2023-01-25.08:22 Wed> Duality of asynchronous equivalence and relativistic Doppler 

 

While attempting to write a paper abstract — I keep trying to insert too many items into 

one paper, a symptom of my rather huge backlog — I realized that, by far, the most likely 
source of the cryptic-in-xyzt R and 1/R playback speed factors (xyzt geometry doesn't 

respect or reflect Lorentz time dilation well) is good ol' variable light speed pairs, which of 

course also follow the R and 1/R rule. From the launch frame perspective, asymmetric 

light speed pairs convert into ordinary Doppler effects. Adding asynchronous equivalence 

— the undetectability under SR of reciprocal light speeds along any xyz orientation and, 
consequently, the undetectability of a past (1/R) and future (R) asymmetry of events 

along that same axis — transforms the Doppler viewpoint of the launch frame into an 

experimentally meaningful interpretation of reciprocal light speeds in the moving frame. 

 

It's the compatibility of the Doppler (launch frame) and reciprocal light speed equivalence 
(moving frame) perspectives that makes these views possible at the same time without 

invoking mystical block universes — which, of course, explain nothing anyway, since they 

just assume the pre-existence of such blocks without bothering to explain their creation. 

 

With that, the draft abstract is below. After that I'll continue playing catchup and capture 

my latest drafts of javelin clocks and two YouTube comments. Finally, I need to update 
my SR conversions table to add x-beta coordinates and thus meter lengths for Diagonals. 

 

 

Special Relativity as Excited States of Matter 
Abstract: The century-old philosophical hypothesis that four-dimensional spacetime exists independently of 
matter and energy — a view that includes the more extreme hypothesis that matter and energy are forms of 
spacetime — has the unfortunate effect of encouraging non-rigorous "pick and choose" approaches to apply 
concepts such as time dilation and length contraction. This paper introduces a more rigorous approach of 
reducing abstract, universe-spanning "inertial frames" into local-only pairs of linear momentum excitations 
called Poincaré pairs. The excitation energies contributed to each unit of the pair alters how that unit interprets 
data from its surrounding environment. However, since the center-of-mass of a new Poincaré pair remains 
unchanged in the launch systems, both units of the pair necessarily remain bound by the space, time, 
momentum, and energy constraints of that launch system. The most peculiar and intriguing consequence of 
binding Poincaré pairs to their launch systems is the principle of asynchronous equivalence, which is that no test 
an observer can perform within a self-contained system can eliminate the possibility that light moves 𝑅 times 
faster than 𝑐 in one direction and 1/𝑅 times slower in the opposite direction. These reciprocal light speeds in 
turn imply that distant events in the 1/𝑅 direction completed before similarly distant events in the 𝑅 direction, 
making the observer's systems inherently but undetectable asynchronous. In the launch frame, these odd 
relationships transform into nothing more than light having to chase after the moving system in one direction 
and slamming into faster in the opposite direction. However, they also mean that even though a moving system 
is always measurably asynchronous from the view of the launch frame, a moving frame observer cannot discern 
this. A final fascinating twist in recognizing inertial objects as nothing more than excited states of matter is that 
acceleration becomes a three-step process for converting an object from one self-consistent inertial state to a 
new self-consistent inertial state. These three steps, which are physical, separable, and performable in any 
order, are: Lorentz-compatible compression, Lorentz-compatible clock asynchronization, and momentum energy 
insertion. The asynchronization step creates an age gradient in the system. All Lorentz-compressed systems 
have these age gradients, since they are a direct result of the same transformation that creates the 
compression. 
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[2023-01-25.09:44 Wed> Minkowski's 1908 Figure 1, time-sliced rest frame javelin clock 

 

A quick capture of my latest javelin clock images, which are in the shared SFL folder 

under the (current, it changes as I archive sets of images) letter p: 
 

pa1 - REF - Minkowski's 1908 Figure 1 

 

 
 

 

pc - Javelin light clock at rest - time-slice views of clock 
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[2023-01-25.09:56 Wed> Javelin clock at rest, javelin clocks and Minkowski's hyperbola 

 

pd - Javelin light clock at rest 

 

 
 

 
pda - Five javelin clocks showing relation to Minkowski hyperbola 
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[2023-01-25.11:00 Wed> Time dilation, length contraction, and age gradients at v=0.6 c 

 

pe - Javelin light clock moving at 0.6 c - R shown 

 

 
 

 

ph - Javelin light clock moving at 0.6 c - time-slice views of clock 
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[2023-01-25.11:11 Wed> Calculating age gradients -- The three object boost operations 

 

pi - Javelin light clock moving at 0.6 c - derivation of the age gradient alpha 

 

 
 

 
pj - Object boosting requires 3 independent 

operations - OpC = Compression 
pj - Object boosting requires 3 independent 

operations - OpD = Desynchronization 

  

 

 
 

 

  

  
pj - Object boosting requires 3 independent operations - OpE = Excitation 
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